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UK Nuclear - Current Status
Shares of Electricity Generation by Fuel

Source: Digest of UK Energy Statistics (DUKES) 2018; Chapter 5

UK currently has 15 reactors (AGRs and PWR) generating ~ 21% of
energy mix but almost half of this capacity is to be retired by 2025 ….
and
UK moving to a once through fuel cycle
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UK Nuclear - Current Capability

~200 companies : 88 000 people : 30 universities
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Net Zero

Net Zero The UK's contribution to stopping global warming, Committee on Climate Change, May 2019
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Industrial Strategy – Productivity and
Grand Challenges
Raising productivity

Published Nov
2017

Grand challenges

Nuclear Sector Deal - Targets
40% women in
nuclear by 2030

30% reduction in the
cost of new build
projects by 2030

Savings of 20% in the cost of
decommissioning compared
with current estimates by 2030

Up to £2bn domestic
and international
contract wins by 2030

Nuclear Sector Deal – What is It?

•
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•

Published 28 June 2018
Trawsfynydd in North Wales

•

NSD demonstrates strong
historical partnership
between government &
nuclear industry

Sets out actions to ensure nuclear plays role in
achieving Clean Growth Grand Challenge set
out in Industrial Strategy & helps UK meet
carbon reduction targets

“…commitment by the sector to
work collectively, with support from
government, to deliver on the
Industrial Strategy, drive clean
growth throughout the economy
and make civil nuclear power an
integral part of the UK's energy
future”

People Proposals for a Nuclear Sector Deal
 NSSG – single voice to the Sector on Skills
 Delivery of NSSG Strategic Plans
 Alignment of national and regional initiatives
 Robust understand of Skills Demand
 Apprenticeship Pilot
 Increase the numbers
 Regional Pilots
 Increase diversity
 Subject Matter Experts
 Increase in PhDs
 Level 8 Trailblazer Standard
 Transferability and mobility between sectors
 Pilot for sectors jumpers – e.g Oil and Gas
 Potential to extend NCfN hubs
 STEM Education
 Nuclear champion for T Levels
 Simulation Facility in the Regions
 State of the Art facilities
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Enacting the Nuclear Sector Deal People Stream through the NSSG
National Nuclear Laboratory

The UK’s approach to skills through the NSSG
• The NSSG is the Nuclear Industry Skills lead and provides ‘one
voice’ to government
• It comprises:
• major employers who have the plans and the expenditure
to drive the major developments in the nuclear sector
• government departments responsible for nuclear
development and skills leadership
• a representative of the trade unions in the nuclear
industries
• It is accountable for developing a nuclear skills strategic plan
to address the key risks to skills and resources facing the
industry, as it approaches a time of unparalleled growth

Dept for Business Energy & Industrial S
Young Generation Network (YGN)
Defence Supply Chain

AWE

Department for Education
Welsh Government
EDF Energy
Unions TUC (Prospect)
Defence Supply Chain

Rolls Royce

Ministry of Defence
Office for Nuclear Regulation
China General Nuclear
Royal Navy
Cogent Skills
NSAN Employer Advisory Board
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority
ECITB Nuclear Employer Forum

Nuclear Skills Strategy Group (NSSG) - why are we here?
•

To bring together major employers, government,
regulators and trades unions to address the sector’s
skills challenge

•

To ensure we can meet the demand for skilled jobs in
Nuclear needed in the UK in the short term

•

To build a more diverse workforce – including 40%
female representation by 2030

•

To grow our pool of Subject Matter Experts, to replace
those retiring

•

To improve the mobility of skilled people, both within
our sector and between other sectors

•

To attract young people into the nuclear sector
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NEW CHART?

A Quantity Challenge…..
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This challenge includes nuclear skills AND Skills for Nuclear

Safety Case
Control and Instrumentation
Radiation Protection Specialists
Engineers
Chemists
Regulation/Site Inspection
Quality assurance….
But ALSO civil construction trades….

A Specific
Skills
Challenge…..

NNB MEH Phase skills hotspots

Nuclear Sector: experienced personnel close to retirement

An Aging
Workforce
Challenge…..
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Skills Pyramid

SMEs/Higher Level Skills
form a small but critical
group within the sector
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The SME/HLS challenge
The NSSG Strategic Plan stated:
“in order to increase new recruits to the industry (both new job seekers and
transferees from other sectors) the industry needs to remove “barriers to
entry”.

One principal barrier is the time to competence for the
development of Subject Matter Expertise and Higher
Level Skills
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Some Current Key Attributes of a Subject Matter Expert
•

•

•
•
•
•
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Education:
• In science, usually at least a Masters
• In engineering, usually a high classification of degree.
Experience
• Judged the number of decades of experience, not
years
• Other “newer” industries judge subject matter
experience by years of significant influence
An SME should act as an Ambassador for their industry.
Volunteer with local / regional / national / international
trade organisations
Eventually be recognised as a spokesperson for the
industry
A properly maintained network lifeblood of a SME and
requires investment in speaking, writing and sharing
knowledge

Accelerating accelerated speed to expertise/HLS
challenge

To be considered as a Subject Matter Expert (SME) in a particular subject
can take decades.
We need to look at different solutions depending upon the entry points
Options include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Pulling through a new talent pipeline – e.g post-doctoral industrial
programmes
Creating opportunities for different staff deployments and combining with
research.
Knowledge Transfer – for example a mechanism like Expert Connect
accelerate expertise
Enabling effective industry/academic engagement and funding
arrangements for SME and Higher Level Skills development

BEIS Nuclear
Innovation Programme
“BEIS expects to invest around £180 million in
nuclear innovation between 2016 and 2021”

Diversity of people = diversity of
thought....
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Exciting the next Generation –
Case for Change
•Unprecedented demand for skills: by 2025 the UK will need a significant increase in skills, to meet growth, replace
retirees and diversity our workforce. Including generic skills (‘skills for nuclear’), nuclear skills and Subject Matter Expert
skills

•4th Industrial Revolution: the types of skills that the sector requires in the future will be different to those
required now

•Industrial Strategy and the Clean Growth Grand Challenge: building a more diverse workforce with the right
skills is key to achieving the ambitions set out in the Nuclear Sector Deal. Given the anticipated demands of T
Levels, the current uncoordinated approach to school engagement, addressing this challenge will require a
paradigm shift in thinking, planning and delivery if we are to excite and attract a new generation to the sector

•Attracting new talent: to reach our targets of 1. 40% female representation by 2030, 2. 50% female participation in
apprenticeships by 2021 and achieve the wider benefits of a diverse workforce, we have to play a role in coordinating
the sector’s approach to community engagement* and changing the output from our schools, colleges and universities

* Perkins Review Revisited

Next Generation Nuclear; The Vision
A sector leading approach
to community and
education engagement
which excites and attracts a
new generation of scientists
and engineers and builds a
diverse and talented
workforce able to respond
to the future ambitions and
demands of the nuclear
industry.

Next Generation Nuclear
Resources Digital Portal

Effective
delivery
partnerships

Quality
assured/kite
marked Shared
resources

Digital portal: an interactive repository
where resources, careers information and
good practice can be collated, categorised
and used to create a meaningful
engagement flightpath designed to excite,
engage and attract the next generation to
the nuclear industry

Digital credentials portfolio: young people
building up a portfolio of accredited,
meaningful engagements that they can use
to create a CV

Good practice
guidance

Bringing together, classifying and quality assuring existing good practice,
resources and delivery through which a coordinated programme of regular
meaningful engagements, aligned to Gatsby benchmarks and delivered through
CEC Careers hubs where possible, can be designed and delivered throughout a
young person’s school career.

STEM Ambassador Toolkits: Good
practice and guidance for company
volunteers to help them deliver meaningful
engagements that excite and engage young
people and deliver the key messages to the
next generation

Meaningful Workplace Encounters
‘Have a go’ mobile van focusing
on high risk skill areas

Extending reach into more
remote communities

Work experience toolkit
and guidance

Nuclear prospectus for teachers,
parents and young people

Top tips for inspiring our
future workforce and
delivering meaningful
workplace experiences
for young people
Helping companies and
their people to deliver the
best work experiences

Raising the profile of and opportunities
within the sector with young people and
their influencers

Meaningful Workplace Encounters
Leading edge, work experience
programme

•

Year 10 onwards (for
work experience)

•

Planned with schools
to extend reach into
communities and
increase diversity

•

Bespoke to target age
groups

•

Reflecting and
building on existing
best practice
(CEC/others)

•

Accredited

Digitally driven workplace
encounters

Maximising the potential of
new digital technologies
(VR/AR) to efficiently deliver
meaningful workplace
encounters to diverse audience
of young people

Teacher CPD; equipping key Influencers
with knowledge of the nuclear sector
CPD Toolkit for teachers and
careers advisers

Masterclasses delivered by the
industry in partnership with
teacher training colleges

Helping teachers to talk about and include nuclear in
their lessons and teaching plans and helping careers
advisers talk to young people about the opportunities in
the nuclear sector

Equipping trainee teachers with
inspirational knowledge of the
nuclear sector and careers so
that they are able to share this
with pupils during their day to
day teaching and conversations
with young people

Digital knowledge base for
teachers linked to the
curriculum

Using App technology to enable
teachers to easily find and build up
relevant knowledge about the world
of nuclear, linking teaching and
learning to the world of work and
inspiring and engaging young people
about future careers in the sector

Summary – our ambition
 Appropriate supply of qualified people at all
levels
 Regional economic benefit of nuclear renaissance
 Increased higher level skills and subject matter
expertise
 Increased diversity of thought
 Development of new and future focussed
capabilities
 National and regional skills strategies are aligned
 Training provision is meeting sector needs
 The UK Nuclear Workforce is competitive
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